ACTIVITY

A3 Great Trerhew Mapping Activities
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Look at the map of Great Trerhew from 1843. It shows the
land use and distribution of buildings during this period of
time. Can you answer the following questions by looking
carefully at the map and key?
1. In which coordinate would you find Whitecastle?

2. What is the name of the grass orchard at D4?

8. Approximately what fraction of all the fields and pastures do you think are arable?

9. Can you express this as a percentage of all the fields?

10. How far is it (approximately) from Whitecastle to Smith’s Shop?

11. Write a set of directions from Smith’s Shop to Little Trerhew:

3. What is the name of the building at F5?

4. In which coordinate would you find “Smith’s Shop”?

5. How many arable fields (whole or parts of) are within the coordinate E6?
What are their names?

6. How many grass orchards are visible on the map?

7. How many arable orchards are visible on the map?

White Castle by Gwyn Norrell
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1.Can you find which coordinates Whitecastle can be found in? There are more than one!
E1, E2, F1, F2
2. What is the name of the grass orchard at D4?
Old Orchard
3. What is the name of the building at F5?
Little Trerhew
4. In which coordinate would you find “Smith’s Shop”?
B5
5. How many arable fields (whole or parts of) are within the coordinate E6? What are their names?
3: Field Above The Barn; Field Below The Barn; Thirteen Acres
6. How many grass orchards are visible on the map?
5
7. How many arable orchards are visible on the map?
5
8. Approximately what fraction of all the fields and pastures do you think are arable?
Half
9. Can you express this as a percentage of all the fields?
50%
10. How far is it (approximately) from Whitecastle to Smith’s Shop?
Approx ¾ mile
11. Write a set of directions from Smith’s Shop to Little Trerhew:
Pupil’s own response
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